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Hardware needed to operate RAW 
A computer with stereo audio output and a PA system.  
6 pedals or buttons and either an Arduino or another hardware and software system 
to communicate with the RAW Max patch. 
 
Software needed to operate RAW 
Cycling '74 Max application and the Mira app for iPads if using iPads for score reading.  
or the RAW app directly available from Anne La Berge. 
The message that the Arduino Max patch sends to the main Raw patch to trigger section changes is:  
[s returnsender_trigger]. This can also be done using MIDI via another software program. 
 
Performing RAW 
In this version I have an Arduino (https://www.arduino.cc) programmed to send 6 triggers to the RAW 
patch. Each player has a trigger pedal. When a player would like to move on to a new configuration of 
players and musical parameters, they press their pedal. When a pedal is pressed a text sample will be 
played and the Playerscreen will change with a new configuration of players and musical parameters to 
use. Each player has the initial of their first name on the screen. It will light up when they may play. Under 
each player a number between 0 and 4 will appear. This number indicates: 
0 - do not play 
1 - play melodically 
2 - play harmonically 
3 - play sparsely 
4 - play noise 
 
The musical specifications for 1 - 4 may be changed depending on the group's wishes.  
They remain the same throughout a whole performance. 
 
Program Notes 
RAW is a work that asks the musicians to improvise on unfinished musical material and to collectively cre-
ate a work in real time as they are given ongoing random choices to make. RAW embraces the unpolished 
and unbridled opportunities that unforseen combinations offer us to respond to in the process of making 
art. 
 
RAW is a Max patch where each player influences the structure by sending a message to the patch at his 
or her own descretion. The Max patch in turn chooses random combinations of players to play, sugges-
tions for the type of music to play and a random prerecorded text sample to be played. 
 
The original version was made for MAZE with the instrumentation of flute with electronics, bass clarinet, 
double bass, electric guitar, piano with electronics and synthesizers. http://www.maze.nu./ 
All of the voice samples were made in 2014 and are the voices of the members of MAZE. 
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This is the main patch.  
Double click on the [dac~] to set up the audio output. 
Double click on [p RAWcontrol] to set up the hardware control device you are using. 
The [p playerscreen] will appear on your iPads Mira app as the score. 

 
 
This is an example of the Playerscreen on the iPads. Each player has an initial 
assigned to them. When the initials are lit up, the player plays.  
When the initial is white, the player is silent. 
The numbers under the players' initials signify the style of playing the player improvise. 
A "0" means don't play. 
 

 


